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is a dry continent, with water and
variability. However, since early European

as though they were abundant, ignoring
and ecology. Rising water tables, salinisatton, and

are visible of this behaviour that reinforce the
for a distribution of water amongst competing

of the for reform grew during the early 1990s and
the of Governments (COAG) to establish the water

in 1 The reform commitment a critically important
that equally relevant today as a vehicle for improving

particularly through boosting economic and

currently through the COAG
the to distributing water. These

that should be carefully structured to
all with water use (rather only

and distribution costs) and the public of
by river systems. Allowing to buy and sell

a price, which provides an incentive to end
in saving efficiencies and generally use

as as

can be from continuing this reform process. While
are likely to experience significant during the

are to receive the lion's of
and the to if change is not embraced.

FOR ,

will an balance among the of
and the environment. In to maintaining

quality, river health is important to communities for the
spiritual and cultural values that rivers provide,
is important for industry, as and

the viability of irrigation industries. Environmental
are to all values, and of
ecosystems.

As we are it is to price water the full of
pricing should into account the full cost of supply,



and environmental costs, allowing the community
and to an appropriate allocation of water and to

In the most pricing for
by the of environmental

and mechanisms. These poor water pricing
are now exhibiting salinity,

in fish and
only a quarter of Australian river

for 70 per cent of water (OECD 2003).

For irrigation to price water by the
and distribution of supplying irrigation

all of the volume used. Therefore,
the as low volume even though

had a environmental impact. Agricultural
had no to on-farm water use efficiency, while over-use

the and quality of to decline. This
the and of to the environment has

to healthy river ecosystems.

The of balancing the of the community,
and environment is through institutional that

well Well functioning are
by property or rights and the full

of all are for in the of outputs.

This to form the
of that an entitlement will deliver. In addition, well-

holders to be for the of
any unused portions, to other

and the to sell unused water should far
to and should see investment in

measures.

will be to buy more water, allowing
to expand. At the time, irrigators in low
find it profitable to sell their

to in relatively unproductive irrigation. This
an amount of for non-consumptive (for

amenity) governments will be to
in the
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may impose indirect or on
and the environment, to a sub-optimal of
For if are not defined or

consider that investments reliant on are too
and investment at sub-optimal In

the of rights is diminished,

The of a well-functioning market are in the
Framework, introduced by COAG in 1994. and Territory

of this framework is well underway and, in
has (NCC 2002). However, is still a

to go the full of the can be

COAG, through the framework, the to link use to the
of pricing, full recovery and the of

In COAG highlighted the for
of to where are

title and are in of ownership, volume,
and where quality.

The of Governments in implementing is
the Competition Policy (NCP) framework,
has not met required reform targets, the Commonwealth has

on competition payments to the In
the Council (NCC) Governments to on

through a of supplementary

Key the framework on
to for full recovery, for

for entitlements, and the of
and are charged for use on a

and are eliminated or
arrangements are and

and the volume and value of is growing,

to be under the water
with introducing the reforms at different and in

p1.4). As by the NCC, in
in jurisdictions' (in

for water, for example) and in the of
the of administrative and environments

and Territories; and in the and of the
groups." (NCC 2002 p1.4).
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A of the which still further improvement is the
of holders to water within and

The of Agricultural and Resource
has that more widespread use of water trading in the

annual net to of
$50 for the as a whole (Topp and McClintock»1998).

of water rights is vital to the COAG
that to higher value uses, and that the contribution of

to and be maximised. All governments are
to and temporary arrangements for

are currently restrictions on the amount of that
can be out of irrigation districts. The most significant of are in

irrigation corporations prohibit
out of their 2003).

be more efficiently in the of to
as who are willing to pay significantly higher amounts for
be to do so. In addition, water has the to

the to agricultural producers in situations
environmental flows (ABARE 2002).

will be a focus for the NCC's 2003
and for the 2004 In particular, the

NCC will trading restrictions are having a significant
- restrictions are permanent rather than
measures.

The is a necessary but not sufficient condition for
river systems. While water reforms are likely to

pricing of surface water,
be to account for the full range of

with and water use. For example, water quality could still
the current water reform framework in the of

agricultural producers to their run-
off. In on surface water appear to have

to into groundwater, which is a
but and fragile resource.

from may when
from upstream (such as from the to

Murray), improving flows and potentially lowering salt
for all in-between. However, from to a
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in additional salt flushing into the
on further downstream.

are and our understanding of them over time.
will to be monitored and over time,

as circumstances dictate. It is important
be within a holistic natural resource

that the of economic and environmental
that use. This will allow water to

the full of and

will in a structural change in Australia through a
in and a distribution of to higher

the of market reforms will be borne by
and/or There is no definitive

of it is ultimately a value judgement that be
the (Treasury 2001).

to the framework may result in 'winners' and
and led to for structural adjustment In

it is important to that
is a business. incorporate the of

(for input transaction and the of
regulations) in the price of their and

Therefore, consumers or on-sellers
or they are purchasing the of

in the production process, which in
of complying with environmental regulations.

It is pay to cover production in
to profit, its is the demand by

the of production. If the of
are fertilisers, or water, then

be to the final consumer. In other words, the
pay they are the final beneficiary of the

and the of producing that product.

many of the by Australian farmers are in
markets, with many substitutes,

in are price-takers for agricultural on
and as such cannot directly influence the they

In this it is unlikely that would be to on
costs,
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The that farmers not be to on
not be as a to avoid implementing that

community, industry and environmental
to other countries in exchange for payment. Where

do not for the environment in producing
is effectively subsidising consumption by by

below what it Australia to them,
of our natural capital.

the of complying with the new water framework are on
fully forward to consumers,

profits that are likely to be in

from increased to improve and
particularly in high value sectors. For a

of has transformed Swan Hill from declining growth,
high-unemployment, to a high-value labour-intensive horticultural

(Hodge 2001). In addition, while may
the of the they have may have at

in due to a for trade.

In this is difficult to judge, as we are moving to a
Temporary adjustment that is carefully to

in be in some instances, resulting in the
of the of adjustment.

the for structural the and
of to to be considered. For the
of adjustment required should be

with to the change in the value of agricultural
net The of the fisheries industry structural

required, due to the
to the holders of fishing licences.

The net reforms on agricultural incomes is
Prior to the introduction of reforms, many
had certainty in to the quantity and of

reforms will deliver to
giving certainty by ensuring will be

with in terms of ownership, volume and
This certainty may also benefit by
the of rights. As mentioned above, is
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that the of rights is increasing, notwithstanding that
volumes.

It is that structural assistance be, as far as possible, fair and
all Government reforms. Policies at all of

can positively and negatively) the profitability of
and the value of For instance, industrial pollution

reform, health and safety regulations, changes to
and national wage have all the

of and consequently values. While in such
structural adjustment they do

not or reimbursement for changes in
from

a huge change and challenge for many
of communities have more to if change is not

Downstream users may a shortage of quality water for
and consumption. And in the Namoi Valley, for

if were not reduced then this would eventually
to the drained, leaving no groundwater for rural

in the future.

The of adjustment is complicated by equity
it be that rural water users have

discounted water prices for many years. As a result,
and are bearing the costs of water degradation. From

this in the price of water stemming from reforms
be as a reduction in subsidisation of rural water users, rather than
the of

and employees with the knowledge and
to up opportunities can the adjustment and

community support for change. Where family income is
it is that the existing welfare system be

to in need.

or that may from water reform are,
responsibilities. While the Federal Government has no

to provide compensation for water reforms, the
has to competition payments to for

with implementing reforms. The are free to
use as see fit, however the Commonwealth has to

its that they should share with government,
industry community groups the benefits of competition policy reform

the payments they receive. The Commonwealth
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payments give the capacity to directly the
of policy reform on specific industries, regions or of

the community. In 2002-03, the will receive of $740 million in
payments.

As by the Secretary to this Committee, we in terms,
the of funding environmental measures that complement reform.

is strongly to other environmental problems as
and biodiversity loss. Measures to

can be by changes or from general tax revenues.

In hypothecating revenue involves earmarking
from an or new tax (such as the income tax to

a (such as a fund for environmental purposes).

In revenue may undermine the role of
and of the Parliament as it reduces ongoing scrutiny of
including of relative priorities. Good

should be a rigorous and accountable for the
and its outcomes and that should be

budgetary priorities.

In as is unlikely to be any relationship the tax
and the on-going funding needs of the measure, hypothecation

not an on-going level of funding for a measure.

It is that market reforms continue so that the from
and environmental can be realised. However, the full of

and use will only be incorporated into water once all
on quality and quantity are considered.

it is that the water reform be within
a management framework.

The of reform will be borne in some form by producers,
The choice of who the

of is ultimately one for governments. In the longer run, the
be by consumers, in the way as any other of

production.
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